
CHINA, Zhejiang

Lung Ching

t604

Yielding a beautiful jade infusion, this TWG green tea, otherwise known as “Dragon’s Well”, 
has a full, round flavour with a fresh aroma that delights the senses.

Genmaicha

t804

A traditional Japanese 
specialty of exquisite green 
tea blended with roasted 
and popped rice. Mild and 
smooth, this TWG tea 
produces a bright infusion 
with a unique, toasted 
flavour. A favourite with tea 
lovers of all ages.

JAPAN

Houjicha

t803

A traditional Japanese 
favourite. This TWG tea 
is gently steamed and 
roasted and exudes a subtle 
toasted flavour. It perfectly 
accompanies a savoury meal 
and is a popular nightcap.

Green tea leaves are not oxidised, thereby 
retaining their natural verdant colour and 
delicate flavour. To prevent the natural process 
of oxidation from occurring, two techniques 
are employed: Chinese Method and Japanese 
Method. For the Chinese Method, the freshly 
picked leaves are immediately pan‑fried in 
heated copper basins over a fire at 100°C to 
dehydrate the leaves. This method is used to 
process green teas such as Lung Ching, Chun 
Mee and Gunpowder. For the Japanese Method, 
the tea leaves are gently steamed immediately 
after plucking. This process softens them for 
rolling by hand. Repeated several times before 
drying, the leaves are then sorted into different 
grades. Quality is assessed by the colour, 
fragrance and appearance of the leaves.
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Sweet France Tea

t6073

The elegance and refinement 
of France concentrated in a 
teacup. This graceful TWG 
blend combines green tea 
with exotic flowers and a 
touch of chamomile to create 
a fresh and soothing cup.

Weekend in 
Shanghai Tea

t6124

An exclusive tribute to 
a city of juxtapositions. 
This precious green tea is 
embellished with ripe red 
berries, swirls of mystical 
blossoms and a hint of mint, 
producing a cup of dazzling 
freshness.
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Jasmine Pearls Tea

t4003

A suave cup of elegantly fragrant Chinese green tea lavishly blended with TWG jasmine 
blossoms. The tender, silvery buds are intricately rolled into ‘pearls’ and then, dried amid 
fresh, aromatic jasmine flowers. The pearls magically unfurl in the teacup.

GRAND CLASSIC TEA

Gnawa Tea

t6022

TWG Tea has dared to 
combine a green tea and 
robust black tea, with 
distinguished notes of 
smooth mint. A rich blend 
that will give the force and 
strength needed to confront 
the sandy dunes of the 
Sahara. A tea of nomads.

Safari Tea

t6043

A tea of adventure, 
reminiscent of treks across 
unchartered territories, this 
is a TWG blend of white tea 
and green tea, desert flowers 
and fruits of the savannah. 
A tea for a restful moment 
under the summer sun.

EXCLUSIVE TEA BLENDS

Pink Flamingo Tea

t6058

A graceful TWG blend of green tea with crimson hibiscus blossoms that will brighten your 
day. This quirky mélange infuses into a rose‑coloured cup with tart, fruity overtones.


